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Fund update
Update of fund activities during the quarter
The September quarter marked the return of some market volatility as stocks continued their upwards ride. Technology and 
e-commerce companies, with their COVID-defensive characteristics and accelerated demand, in particular, have been positively 
rewarded by listed market investors. Similar sentiment has flowed through to the IPO market, with a suite of Australian offerings 
lining up for a run at the Australian Securities Exchange (ASX) boards before year end, in what could be one of the busiest 
quarters for new IPOs in a while. We have been pleased to see the Fund benefit from this positive sentiment. While we are not 
specifically targeting “tech” companies, as we’ve outlined in previous reports, a number our portfolio companies are engaged 
in e-commerce or use technology to enhance their products or streamline service delivery. These investments are being well 
received by the market, with two of our portfolio companies completing listings in the past month and another two preparing 
to list this calendar year. 

As managers, our time is split between managing existing portfolio investments and reviewing potential new ones. We have 
been busy on both fronts this quarter. In addition to assisting our portfolio companies prepare for a liquidity event, private 
company deal flow returned strongly during the September quarter, with the Manager reviewing more than 30 opportunities. 
At the time of writing we have signed three term sheets, one of which is in the late stages of completion and the other two 
about to commence due diligence. 

We were pleased to announce the successful IPO of Access Innovation Holdings Limited (AIM-ASX) during the September 
quarter. The Fund first invested in AIM in December 2019 via a convertible note. Portfolio manager Jonathan Pearce took a 
board seat and played a significant role in assisting the company’s successfully listing, in what was a heavily oversubscribed 
IPO. The listing of AIM represents the first liquidity event for one of the Fund’s holdings. At cost, AIM accounted for a little over 
10% of the Fund. The listing price of $1.23 per share represented just over a 50% premium to the Fund’s effective entry price. 
The Fund sold 25% of its holding into the IPO, realising approximately $1.8 million in proceeds. The Fund also retains a 3.0% 
shareholding in AIM, which is subject to a six-month voluntary escrow period. 

Unitholders will also have received their first distribution from the Fund as a result of the partial AIM sell-down, with a 
distribution of $0.07 per unit. Including the distribution, the Fund has delivered a total return of -0.6% for the quarter and 
46.4% (or 30.8% p.a.) since inception.

CleanSpace IPO
We are also very pleased to announce that following the end of the September quarter, another of the Fund’s investments, 
CleanSpace Holdings Limited (CleanSpace) successfully completed an IPO. CleanSpace listed on the ASX under the Ticker 
CSX on 23 October 2020, raising $131.4 million in primary and secondary capital at a price of $4.41 per share, with a market 
capitalisation of $339.7 million. We have written about CleanSpace in previous reports. The company makes high quality 
respirators for use in industrial, mining and increasingly, health care applications. As a seed investment CleanSpace originally 
had just over a 9% weighting in the portfolio, with the Fund holding 15.8% of CleanSpace’s equity. The Fund’s cost price was 
$4.1 million, with the carrying value written up to $18.4 million as at 30 June 2020, reflecting strong business performance. At 
the IPO price, the value of our total holding was $50.4 million, a gross uplift of $46.3 million or 11.3x our initial investment. We 
sold down 12.5% of our holding into the IPO, realising net proceeds of approximately $6.0m after transaction costs. These 
funds will shortly be distributed to unitholders. The majority of the balance of our holding is escrowed for various periods, 
the last of which ends upon the release of CleanSpace’s full year result in August 2021. We have been extremely pleased with 
the performance of CleanSpace. At the IPO price and net of accrued performance fees, the uplift in the value of our holding 
will lead to an increase of over $0.75 in the Fund’s $2.25 NTA per unit as at the end of September 2020. This is in addition 
to the announcement of the Fund’s second distribution of $0.24 per unit during October (a copy of that announcement is 
available here).

Quarterly Report 
For period ending 30 September 2020
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COVID-19 impact on the Fund’s portfolio companies
We continue to monitor the potential impact of COVID-19 on our portfolio companies. So far, the majority of our companies 
have not seen a significant negative impact, given their e-commerce nature and “tech enabled” structure. In general their 
supply chains have remained unaffected, albeit some have experienced disruptions to their normal sales activity.  We are 
aware that there is still much uncertainty in both global and domestic economies and we continue to work closely with the 
management teams of our portfolio companies to assist where we can in navigating the current operating environment.

The market for emerging companies
As mentioned above, the market for IPO’s is well and truly open, with more than the usual rush to get to market before the 
end of December. In 2019 there were 63 IPOs on the ASX, materially lower than the previous four-year average of more than 
100 per year.  While there have been fewer than 30 IPOs this calendar year, we understand the ASX pipeline is very active, with 
over 50 companies lined up to attempt listing during the December quarter. If all or even most of these are successful it marks 
a strong and somewhat surprising recovery from the uncertainty experienced in the first half of 2020. Time will tell how many 
are successful, but we are pleased that the outlook remains positive at the time of writing. We have seen AIM successfully list in 
September and CleanSpace in late October. We are also hopeful that Lendi and one other of our portfolio companies will also 
make it to market this year, which would make it a very successful liquidity year for the Fund. It’s worth noting however, that 
an IPO is only one source of a liquidity event for the Fund under our strategy. While we always seek a line of sight to a liquidity 
event at the point of making an investment, we are just as active in seeking alternative means such as trade sale or buyout, 
focussing on what is the best fit for the company and offers the highest return for investors. 

Deal flow for private raisings has also been escalating in the lead up to year end. Even with a number of the IPO hopefuls 
skipping their earlier planned pre-IPO rounds to go straight for a primary listing, we are still seeing a substantial uptick in new 
deals seeking to close out before the traditional Australian Christmas/new year slowdown.  

Fund activity, performance and outlook
The Fund has now called $1.80 per unit or 100% of  the $44.8 million capital committed by unitholders. During the quarter, the 
Fund made a distribution of $0.07 per unit as a result of the initial sell down of AIM shares. 

Note the below performance figures do not take into account the recent revaluation of the portfolio post quarter end.

 Period NTA per unit Return (%)

 3-month performance (net of fees)^ $2.2533 -0.6%

 Since inception (net of fees)^* – 46.4%

 Since inception (net of fees)^* per annum – 30.8% p.a.

^ Adjusted for the 2nd capital call of $0.6000 per unit made on 27 November 2019 and the 3rd capital call of $0.6000 per unit made on 3 August 2020 
and inclusive of $0.0700 distribution announced 22 September 2020.  
* Fund inception date 1 May 2019. 

Looking ahead
The Fund has now invested ~$24.2 million, leaving approx. $18 million to invest net of fees and expenses. We completed the 
third and final capital call during the quarter and are still targeting full investment within two years from inception of the Fund. 
We currently have one investment in the late stages of completion and two others that are about to commence due diligence. 
We expect to be able to deploy the majority, if not all, of the Fund’s remaining capital during the December quarter. After the 
successful ASX IPO of AIM and CleanSpace, we are hopeful that at least two more of our portfolio companies will reach an IPO 
this calendar year. Proceeds from the sale of those shares will be distributed back to unitholders, so we are hopeful of a further 
distribution prior to the end of December and will keep investors updated.
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Investments
Investment About the company

CleanSpace designs, manufactures and markets a range of compact powered airflow personal 
respirators for protection from hazardous particulates and gases in mines and industrial 
workplaces as well against infectious diseases in healthcare.

Update: CleanSpace completed its IPO in October 2020. With demand  at record levels for 
Cleanspace’s respirators in CY20 in response to the COVID-19 pandemic, the company continues to 
see record order volume and sales.

Deep Blue is the #1 player in the fragmented Australian property conveyancing market with a 
scalable, low cost digital business model. Deep Blue has also begun to realise adjacent market 
opportunities in building inspections, insurance and utilities.

Update: COVID-19 had a severe impact on the property sector, particularly through the June 
quarter. While a recovery began in July, this has been muted by Victoria’s second lockdown. Deep 
Blue has proactively reduced its labour cost base and marketing spend while still pursuing a 
number of significant ongoing projects to improve systems and management depth. A strong 
balance sheet and reduced cash burn provides Deep Blue with ample runway to benefit from a 
recovery in leads, inspections and conveyancing engagements in coming quarters. 

Bellroy is a purpose driven Australian accessories brand that sells distinctively designed wallets, 
bags and other “carry” products to more than 100 countries, with the majority of sales conducted 
online through its website and digital marketplaces such as Amazon and Tmall.

Update: Bellroy experienced some initial negative impacts to sales during April and May as a 
result of COVID-19, but took steps to manage their cost base and make proactive adjustments to 
their sales and marketing focus areas. Although some volatility remains, sales have returned to 
pre-COVID growth levels and Bellroy are budgeting a 30-40% sales growth in 2021, consistent with 
their previous trajectory.

Moneytech provides a multi-faceted treasury platform for SMEs offering working capital solutions, 
FX hedging and an enterprise-level payments platform to solve SME’s cash flow requirements – a 
whole of wallet alternative to the banks.

Update: The moves taken by Moneytech in Q3, FY20 have protected value and enabled growth. 
Strong growth has been experienced in the payments business and overall, we are confident 
that the FY21 year will continue the growth experienced in FY20. The company retains strong 
cash balances and is profitable. We anticipate that Moneytech will continue to drive growth in the 
payments business and supporting this from the finance and FX businesses.

Portt provides a SaaS platform to support and enhance commercial teams in managing the 
procurement process, providing government and large enterprises with workflow efficiency, 
economic management, reporting, and probity and governance output.

Update: The September quarter was Portt’s best quarter ever for new logo wins as the company 
was able to close new sales to both public and private sector clients and establish new sales 
partnerships. With that said, the climate for new sales still remains challenging and Portt’s 
management team are managing the market closely.

Lendi is Australia’s leading online home loan platform. Having digitised the origination phase of 
the home loan process, Lendi is now bringing the fulfilment phase onto its platform by launching 
direct decision engine integrations with a range of providers.

Update: Lendi has bounced strongly since 1 July and the most recent quarterly has demonstrated 
that the business is in a strong position. A recent call with management has given us even more 
confidence that Lendi is the leader in its class and we understand that they have undertaken initial 
soundings for an IPO this year which would provide liquidity for our holding in the company.

Ai Media is a global leader in speech-to-text providing high accuracy, technology-enabled 
live captioning, closed captioning, transcription and speech analytics to broadcast, education, 
government and corporate clients.

Update: Ai-Media completed its IPO in September and the business subsequently reiterated 
guidance post-listing. The performance of the North American business in particular has been very 
strong and we have strong belief in the ability of the company to perform in line or better than the 
market expectations provided in the prospectus forecasts.

NodeOne is a grelatively small-scale fixed wireless provide operating in Western Australia. The 
company has a growing revenue base across retail, business and wholesale.

Update: NodeOne has continued to perform in line with, or better than expectations from the 
time of investment with strong demand for telecommunication services in WA driving this growth. 
We expect this will continue as the company’s new branding and advertising program drives 
consumer and SME growth.
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Security Structure  
(by Capital Deployed)
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About the Fund
The Fund is a wholesale unit trust which invests in unlisted and listed emerging companies and is managed by CVC Emerging 
Companies IM Pty Ltd (ACN 631 673 740, CAR 1274 220) a joint venture entity of CVC Limited (ACN 002 700 361), and Walsh & 
Company Group Pty Limited (ACN 159 902 066), a division of Evans Dixon Limited (ACN 609 913 457) (Evans Dixon).
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Fund details

Important information
This document has been prepared by CVC Emerging Companies IM Pty Ltd (ACN 631 673 740, CAR 1274 220) (Investment Manager) of 
the Fund. The information contained in this document is confidential and is provided to wholesale investors only. This document is not 
intended for retail investors and must not be distributed to retail investors.

This document may contain general advice. Any general advice provided has been prepared without taking into account your 
objectives, financial situation or needs. Before acting on the advice, you should consider the appropriateness of the advice with regard 
to your objectives, financial situation and needs.

Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance. This announcement may contain statements, opinions, projections, 
forecasts and other material (forward looking statements), based on various assumptions. Those assumptions may or may not prove 
to be correct. The Investment Manager and its advisers (including all of the Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future 
performance. This announcement may contain statements, opinions, projections, forecasts and other material (forward looking 
statements), based on various assumptions.

Those assumptions may or may not prove to be correct. The Investment Manager and its advisers (including all of their respective 
directors, consultants and/or employees, related bodies corporate and the directors, shareholders, managers, employees or agents of 
any of them) (Parties) do not make any representation as to the accuracy or likelihood of fulfilment of the forward-looking statements 
or any of the assumptions upon which they are based.

Actual results, performance or achievements may vary materially from any projections and forward-looking statements and the 
assumptions on which those statements are based. Readers are cautioned not to place undue reliance on forward looking statements 
and the Parties assume no obligation to update that information.

CleanSpace refers to CleanSpace Holdings Ltd; Deep Blue refers to Deep Blue Company Pty Ltd; Bellroy refers to Bellroy Pty Ltd; 
Moneytech refers to Moneytech Group Ltd; Auscred Ltd is trading as Lendi; Access Innovation Holdings Ltd is trading as Ai Media; N1 
Telecommunications Pty Ltd is trading as NodeOne; and Single Cell Mobile Consulting Pty Ltd is trading as Portt.

Investment Team 

JONATHAN PEARCE 
Portfolio Manager 
T 02 9087 8000 
E jpearce@cvc.com.au

CHRISTIAN JENSEN 
Portfolio Manager 
T 02 9087 8000 
E cjensen@cvc.com.au

PAUL RYAN 
Portfolio Manager 
T 03 9631 9866 
E paul.ryan@evansdixon.com.au

Investment Vehicle  
Unlisted wholesale unit trust.

Fund Term 
Intended to be five years, with the  
option to extend for two consecutive 
one-year periods.

Fund Objective 
The Fund’s objective is to generate  
superior long term returns for  
Investors through investments in  
listed and unlisted growth and  
expansion stage companies:

Unlisted – Ordinary and preferred  
equity, convertible notes. Typically  
6–24 month timeframe to liquidity

Listed – Pre-IPO investments, 
(potentially) held post-IPO for a period 
of time, micro/small cap IPOs and 
placements.

Investor Eligibility 
Wholesale investors only.

Redemptions  
Fund subject to lock-up period.  
All redemptions are at the sole  
discretion of the Trustee and Investment 
Manager. Transfers  
can be facilitated by the Trustee.

Distributions  
The Trustee is expected to  
determine distributions semi- 
annually or more frequently  
subject to availability.

Portfolio Composition 
Targeted portfolio composition of  
15-25 companies. At the time of 
investment, a maximum weighting  
of 15% to any one investment.

Management Fee 
1.75% p.a. on committed capital  
during Investment Period and on 
invested capital thereafter (plus GST  
and before accrued fees).

Performance Fee 
20% p.a. (plus GST) subject to an  
8.0% per annum cumulative  
(non-compounded) pre-tax  
preferred return.

Other Fees and Costs

Expense recovery for audit, 
legal, Trustee & custodian fees, 
administration, registry, tax  
and external investment due  
diligence advice.

Overall Expense Ratio capped at 2.50% 
(plus GST, excluding performance fees).


